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ABSTRACT 

The research on this contract has been concerned with a t ticore tical 

and experimental investigation of propa^tion of electrcssagm^tic waves in 

uniform waveguide regions capable of supporting several propagating modes, 

with special application to circular waveguide# The theoretical aspect com¬ 
prises three min phasess a) investigation of mode characteristics in circular 

waveguide} b ) description of lumped discontinuities in isultinode wav^iguide, and 

c ) propagation thro^igh two or isore îfîolated die continuities in isultimode wave¬ 

guide# Included in the first category are the deterrdn&tion of attenuation 

constant, cutoff wavelength, and power capacity of any particular circular wave- 

gulae mode, as well as a study of power coupling between orthogonal mies in 

circular guide with lossy walls# Cc^pi*ehensive plots and tabulations have 

bewn mds for all modes which cen propagate up to the TE^« 

The lumped discontinuities investigated include arbitrary smll trans¬ 

verse or longitudinal apertures and obstacles, angularly synsaetric discontinui¬ 
ties (centered circular apertures and disks of varying sizes), and pseudo- 

B>TSBetric discontinuities (syss^trical an’ang^snts of sy^^ætric&l obstacles or 

apert\ires in the guida cross section). The general small obstacle and aperture 

study has yielded first-order theoretical results which are applicable in arbi¬ 

trary multimode guide in the limit of small discontinuity dimensions# A quantita¬ 

tive check of the small obstacle end aperture, as well as other, approximate 

forillas was obtained by their application to TEq^ mode coupling via angularly 
syMsetric &nd pseudo-syi^stric discontinuities in circular waveguide, and subse¬ 

quent comparison with experimental results# Comprehensive data and comparison 

with theory for the above-mentioned structures have teen presented. Calcula¬ 
tions have also teen carried out for the effect of asymmetries on coupling into 

undesired modes. 

The network probles? of propagation in multimode waveguide through two 

or mora isolated discontinuities has been analysed in terms of a transfer opera¬ 

tor which relates directly the network quantities at one terminal plane to 
those at another, thus facilitating the study of cascaded structures. Varions 
alternative representations for the trmsfer operator (in either an impedance 

or scattering basis ) have been obtained, their relationships pointed out, and 

restrictions imposed by reciprocity, conservation of energy, end sym&try have 

teen forsmilatedo A Table has teen presented for the various transfer representa¬ 

tions for particular simple structures. The formalism has teen applied to the 

study of multimode propagation through two transverse discontinuities. 

A cavity setup for the experimantol measuröEseat of TEqI discon¬ 
tinuities in circular waveguide has teen constructed and peralta maasuras^ntö 

with a high degree of precision. 
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I. Purpose 

Sis purpose of this caatract lo tha theoretical ead esparteeatal 
inveatifpvtiaa of the behavior* of noâs fie Ms in lailtlEOds circular waveguide, 
aed of the Interaction between mMea in ¿Isecatinulty régions. 

II. Conferences 

Mr. Donald Rouse of the Signal Corpa ¡set with Dre. L. Felsen, 
I. Karcuvitg, and Mr. W. Khim on October 5, 1955 and January 24, 1956. 
Future prcgran and the Final Report, respectively, war© discussed at these 
Bsetings. 

HI. Factual Data 

A. Introduction 

The research conducted on this contract has been concerned with a 
theoretical and esper-lEaat&l investigation of propa^tlon of electromagnetic 
waves in unifom waveguide regions capable of supporting several propagating 
¡sodas, with spacial application to elreiûar waveguide. The theoretical study 
cœsprises three ealn phases: l) invastlgatlcn of rsodg characteristics in 
circular waveguide; 2) description of Issped discontinuities la naltisode wave¬ 
guide; and 3) propagation through two or nora isolated discontinuities in oiltl- 
sed® waveguide. îfca first category is clearly specialised to circular mvegaido 
althiœi^i sons results are also characteristic of other sjltiESds systSEza; the 
results obtained in the second aid third categories are valid for arbitrary uni¬ 
fom wave guide regions, bat ©soples for CŒasrtation have been selected frem 
circular waveguide configurations. 

At saillisater wavelength applications, tetrard which the studies cm 
this contract ara ultimately directed, tha use of oversized (smltiExdfi ) wave¬ 
guide becomes desirable in view cf the required omall sise of appropriate 
single-mode guides. Circular waveguide is convenient in this connection because 
of its cœ^arativ© eass of Manufacture - Moreover, tbs circular electric (TE^) 
¡sodés in circuler waveguide am of particular interest for Icu-loas transaissloa 
in view of tfesir aaœsâleus attonuaticn prp^srty which yields a decreasing at¬ 
tenuation constant with increasing frequency. Thsir high degree of eymstry 
Ealssa it relatively slspl© to obtain a csda syates by the us* of radial fin 
soda filters (Fig. 1(c)) vblch. pass TE^, but attenuate all. other asdes. For 
the design of ccegonants it appsera dssirahle, at least initially, to restrict 
TEqjj sod® propa^tion to the TEqi eo&s (i.e., sodes are beyond cutoff, 
n * 2)„ The problems of coupling into other sedes, which are present even ussfer 
these conditions oiace is not the leraeat circular waveguide saode, are thereby 
Binioized. Ihs tranaitioa fresa a TE-^j code nystes (n > 1) desirable for loag- 
rangs traassißsioa to a TEqj. ays tea can be effected by slowly tapering írcsi tits 
TEqjj Sttide radius to on© ssall enaa^ to propagate only the stM®. Subsequent 
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advances in technique may sake it possible, or even beneficial, to exploit the 

presence of more than one desired propagating mode in component design. 

The experimental phase of this contract has been concerned with the 
Bss&suremsnt of TEqi mode discontinuities in circular waveguide . Although the 

measurement is one in a single mode, the measurement technique must be such as 

to discriminate against other undesired modes which are likewise present. The 

purpose of tte measurements has beer, mainly to check the accuracy of theoretical 

formulas derived for a variety of configurations . 

The results obtained in both the theoretical and experimental phases 
are summarized below. If detailed considerations have been given in the various 

Quarterly Reports1, they are not repeated here. Instead, reference is made to 

the appropriate material which has been reported previously. 

B. Mode Characteristics in Circular Waveguide 

The study of mode characteristics in circular waveguide began with 

such problems as the determination of (wall-loss ) attenuation constant, cutoff 

wavelength, power capacity, etc., for any circular waveguide mode. Some of this 
materials is, of course, available in the literature, and effort in those in¬ 
stances has been expended primarily in compiling more comprehensive tabulations 

of the desired quantities. 

1. Attenuation 

Calculations of the wall-loss attenuation constant «< have been made 

for all modes which can propugate in a circular guide up to, and Including, the 

TEo2 mode. The results of «< vs. a/X are presented in graphical fora in Ql, 
Figs. MRI-14588 to MRI-14591, where a is the guide radius and X is the free-space 
wavelength. 

2. Cutoff Wavelength 

A chart has been plotted for the cutoff wavelength Xç vs . a for all 

modes for which (a/Xc) <2 (Ql. Figs. HRI-14592 and MRI-14593). 
H 
s 

3. Power Capacity (Q2, Sec. Ill A) 

I 
To determine the power capacity in any given circular waveguide mode, 

an investigation was made of the maxissum electric field for each mode . It tos 

shown first that, for any propagating TM mode in a uniform waveguide, the 

m&xii&aa electric field vector is either longitudinal or transverse. Moreover, 
the location in the guide cross section of the maximum electric field vector is 

Independent of frequency for TE modes, while for TM modes , the locations of the 

maximum transverse and longitudinal electric field components, respectively, are 

independent of frequency. For circular waveguide, It was shown in addition that 
the maximum electric field for TSmn modes is azimuthal, m = 0,&nd radial when 

a ^ 0, while for TM modes, the maximum electric field is azimuthal when it is 
transverse. 

Quarterly Reports 1 through 5 will ba abbreviated by Ql, .«• Q50 

**■***>*■ a»***«*, mtà&miœmi**&™**** •« 
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Ca-leulatioas teTQ b®s?a aarrlei 6¾¾ sM plo^-fcsd to (&/h) fe? tba 
TfiFSSF eapaeity eaâ tfes esadiara slsetrle field laeatica for all fB esâ S3 
EtifeiQ ísMáb eaa fcr®ga@ate tsp t® flog. For SI ess&sb t&o ralatiTO '^voloagtii 
fer tjkLeîs. tfea ol©otrie fioM âiroctisa ehBii0BS frca trGEava,f.a to 
loagito&liaal liava ois® fessa eei^at®âa Sia @æs$sa parait s ästsr^iaatioa of tfeo 

caFO-eity la a giro© E®fei eœsrcsposâias t© o specified ©llowfels mte ef 
!msir>«n eloctric fi©M fess®â m âioîactrie feraaMcrm cœaaiâero.tioais'. 

At fesaaatlca of Fissad aa& Saetoral 35¾¾. Eavagaläs 

Bissa praga^tioa in 1¾. £2Sâ0 ia eireîalar fmvsgaiáa (Fig. 1(a)) 
la «cftea eessvoaiesrfcly nafiOTmad ia tax^ ®f prss^agatiea la aa eqaiwlsHt sec- 
toral g®iâs (Fig. l(fe)), «js tssâm ia tfea Jateos* lava üîsvleo resalvsâ et tant ica 
(Q3, ßa@. m B3). Karasror, 5¾ attsisatiea i© & flíssd eirealar ©aida 

Fig. 1 - Ifava^uMa Coofigurntioaa• 

(Fig. 1(e)), Tifeicäi orißsa ia sssKJcti«® with a sstallle rodia-- fto EC-äa flIt jr, 
Ms fecsa «oavatoA geI plerfetsfl. es a fôneti«© «f >¿/e, wâsæa JL ia tas radial .xtsat 
of fia, te vâîœsa 0<^/asl (Q3, Sac« ÏÎI C, wâ Figs. ^1“15005}- cad <ÆI" 
15005). Fsr /• - a. tfea fias&â vavag^iâsi problsa îssesssss ièssfeieal vith tliat in 
sector®! pdJo. 

5» "Poasr Cca^lln^” Botscea Ortfesg^al 5¾¾ Ilodes ia Lossy Cirenlsr 

ïfea cs^rtetioa of tbs psser losa âne t® aiesi.p.ti«m in tfej ®iMa 
«alio frica t&e EsâcO. etttraiuticm eaastaat 1b t^all feorja for tfea case afeare eay 
ijivsa, Boda prqpasatas by it-eolf ia to t^ava^aiâs. EáKraror, ttsan a mmber of 
sodae pfOfa^it© nlsaltossGCly tesa to güdâa, to pcííôr ]æss in a Xsïigfek L of 
■EBTO^slàs is sDj¿^ííy1S}f~í^vcn fey to ctsa of to ps^sr leases ofefeainsd -ton 
físeh más propBgstso esgamtoly, to sadss sro esthogcoa'i. ever to 
gnMo eresa s©etisae fein probli^a of "pcssr coopllSg" featwaan artlioQnnal sodea 
Ms fe$.sa lsvtt£rti@&t«d is da tail for a circular cawpiids propAsatiag aeraml 
fies Ejsáas oiisültssaoasly (¢13, Sac. XII A). It ^a® fcsssâ tot for less eczgaxfca- 
tiess ®v®r abort Isagto L of ^ava«pida, to pairar css^tliag is sigaifl©ært e^â 
yitlds a pKss? lesa vMcl\, fsr asy gives pair ef nrÄQZ, varies sinnsoidally ^rità 
L. Fes* Itsig laiigtbs L, er¿ to ertor tessaá, to e®ipli©s ia ias. -nificearfe e>ad. 
to pssssr 1^33 ray fea ecEçmtsâ as though ©asb mis vare p’Of&ga.tiBg eoparsitaly. 
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C. Dlscoatianitios ia KkltlEoáQ Wawguide 

1. Foggial Ttoory 

Tb® pro|ö@3,tio2i propartiQS of Qlsctrcsagestic fields in an esnty 
waveguide stjpporting 0 orthogoasl, propa^iting modes can be rigorously described 
la toits of the babavior of ttea voltages end currents oa S uncoupled trans- 
nisoica lißos. If a lusptsd disccmtiauity is introduced into th® tsaveguide 
(Fig. 2(a)) an infinity of waveguide modes is required to satisfy the electro- 
E3@a©tic bmmdiiry conditions in the discontinuity region; however, “far" fro© 
the dioccntiauity the field behavior can be described solely in terea of the 
N propagating modes. The effect of the discontinuity on the far field® is to 
relate the previously independent far field, mode amplitudes. In terms of the 
network equivalent, this codo interaction at the discontinuity is represented 
by moons of a network coupling the I traneaiooion linea (Pig. 2(b)), where the 

N PROPAGATING MODES 

(Û) PHYSICAL STRUCTURE 

COUPLING 
NETWORK 

ÏÏ 

i 

(b) NETWORK EQUIVALENT 

Pig. 2 - Discontinuity in Miltimode Waveguide. 

network tarsinsls are assumed to be located "far" free the discontinuity region. 
("Far" in thin eoatesfc implies that the aaplituda of any non-^ropagatrlng mode 
generated at the discontinuity is negligible at the network tarainsla). If the 
parase tero of the coupling network aro known, the voltage-cvurrest behavior 
along the various tmneaissloa linas, and thereby the elaetrcaagnstic field be¬ 
havior out sido the discontinuity region, is cesplobaly detominod. 

A general formalism via an Integral equation method has been developed 
for the deba rainât lea of the coupling network paremators for transverse (Pig. 3(a)) 
and longitudinal (Fig. 3(b)) apertura discontinuities (see Ql, AiipsEdis I ), and 

(a) TRANSVERSE 

Pig. 3 

tb) LONGITUDINAL (APERTURE IN 
GUIDE WALL) 

Spacial Discontinuities, 
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fop tîGESTOPSa eîsstsclo âisessfeiísal^lea (Fig. 3(a)) (ms Q3, Eae. in Bl). 
(m alteffEativs oM Essra dlr-oct Ssseslpíilca fres a "ocattoriss" vlc^lssfc 
lías besa issi©? eæîsidspQtlea cd t7lH te) dloeaosad t&o roeessoar cca» 
tKisrä.) Mt-Sisa^ tte Estessr^ garesstsrs es1© dsflssä by varlatiesiel öspraesioas, 
tSfâig* ovolíia^lfE) 't-feDirOfsPsn for Effijr particulas1 ccafi@jpati®a is EsvortfeDleoo 
eoteTMBB asá âiffiæalfc. Strass bao tSisE^fcro besa placed ca olcplö eppposi» 
cafe© Est&sâs of ovalEatiüa ybich fall tota tco catQSSs*i©Qt l) gwl.1 sporteEjrQ 
aB!i gmll cbotsclo tseteïiQttaaj valid îsbsa tfe9 aperteapo er obstacle dtosasicas 
as® r—Ai ee^iæâ to t&o wsvolmgth, ead 2) "eçuiTOlsnt stored tesbaiquso 
üfersby osa attc-pto to reist® a girasi mümown disciattouity probiss to a tejorn 
probSss iHvolvlam a stoilar field csaflgsratica in a different gses-srtry « 

g, feall eaà SbstaelQ Technituea 

à tseîaî^a fer ebtalMiss epipostoate oolatioas fa? wall apsrturo 
diaeoattesitieis ia vava^ifisa ia testa of teosa "static" approstoata solutions 
in tm3 ®$®e® is ûm t© Fio tMs teefei<po, th© for field offset of tbs 
(essII) t^jgtors ©? Gbatsslo is obtained ire» eçaivolcat oleotrie asá. ea^stic 
dipoles to tfes disesatiBUity-fres ^vagaida. îba streagtlis of tfces® dipoles 
@s® epjsifi^ ia tsj®3 ©f ttm potorisobilittos of tbs sorters (or obstacle ) 
cMeb ara kniPra eitbar tbesratically or e^ri^stally for a vsriaty of eoi&flgara 
tiesa. By Hpylyiag aa equivdsat astwarb viesgsiEt (see Soctioa I) to tbis pro- 
blsa, whereby tbs dipoles ara rspre—nted as saltase and eurreat seaaratorB on 
a traaeaiseloa Uaa, the eo^utatlaa of tbs fields scattered by the discœstiiml- 
ty (i6o., tfea dategîàissation of tte) scattering imtris f®r tto otraetsars) bscosso 
atonte sai âtooet (Ql, ï, Bbsq, U> nsñ &>, mã Q3, Sse. m Hb). 
Explicit resulto fea* the seottertog ratris lava tesa bbtolmd for tresis varas 
©tetÉSSlííQ (Q3, Eqa. (^) eaâ (31)) oeí for tte follcíJiag aparte^ ecapltog cca- 
figsraticaff? a) treasvarso-trssts^r^ (Fig. 4(b)) (Ql, Is«* (6), (9); 
1¾. (6), Jes oboaM te saptocsd by j/©«)» b) traaavorse-longitudinal (Fig. o(b)) 
(^. ^s. (78)-(79 )j e) iKägitudiial-l^gite^toal (Fig. ^e)) (Q2, %9. (70)- 
(71)). Ste fotoaidas pa^ated psísit tita diroct eo^tstati» of tb© poser 
0CQtt©r^ by tte dise®ïttesity into css ssâa des to a specified incident 

77 
(CL) TRÄNiVERSe -rFW«yER^ (wTRASVERSE - 

longitudinal 
to LONGITUDINAL “ 

LONGITUDINAU 

Fig. f) - Tp$33 of Aperture Cœspliag 
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The effect of wall thickness in a^rture coupling was likewise investigated 

(Q2, Sec. Ill B3). 

The aboTO rationed approximate fonsulas for the scattering matrix 

for various aperture and obstacle configurations are expected to be valid if 

a) the discontinuity dimensions are "small71 compared to the wavelength, b; 

transverse discontinuities are located "not near" the guide mils, and c) the 

radius of curvature of the guide ^mll containing a longitudinal aperture is 
"largo" compared with the aperture dimensions. Quantitative estimates of what 

is mant by the terms "small", "not near", and "large” as employed above require 

either a detailed theoretical analysis (which is usually extremely difficult) or 

exparimental investigation. The latter ccmrse has teen adopted on this con¬ 
tract, and experimental measuresents have teen teten over a range of frequencies 

on the various transverse obstacle and aperture configurations given below. So 

far, the msasures^nts have teen of the one-naide typa (TEqI node in circular 
waveguide), but multimode measureisents are planned under the successor contract. 

Experimental results and cosap&risons with theory are given in Sec. 3* In view 

of the agreement obtained it is felt that even for the mltimode case under 
ccss^fârable conditions of "smallness", etc., the above-mentioned approximate ex¬ 

pressions will yield correct order-of-sBgnitude results. 

3. Theoretical and. Experimental Results for Various Transverse 

Circular Waveguide Discontinuities 

a) Centered Circular Aperture (TEni mode) (.896a <• X ^lo64Qal 

The TEqI mod© equivalent circuit is a shunt inductance (TEqq modes, 

n Ü- 2, are beyond cutoff). Por símil aperture radius ,fb", the first-order 
small aperture theory discussed above yields infinite susceptance, i.e., the 

Fig. 5 - Centered Circalar Aperture* 

discontinuity is of a higher order of magnitude; its determination will be con- 

sidored in the future. For larger apertures ( .5a < b < a), a variational cal¬ 

culation for the susceptance and experimental verification was carried out by 
Sheingold^c Since his theoretical results are in the fora of an infinite series 

which makes canput&tion cusabsrsc^, a simple approxiisate expression has been 

L. S. Steingold, "The Susceptance of a Circular Obstacle to an Incident 
Dcainant Circular-Electric Wave", Cruft Lab., E&rvnrd U., Technical Report 

Mo. 159, June 15, 1952. 

2 
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âsriTOâ frga "equivaisnt storod posarM coaaidomtiGas (Q2, Et» (65)), est tes 
srateaqaanilp bs^n slightly modified Int© tha fora glvea la Fig. ÎSÎI-15572. It 
is oeaa that rsascaable egrassaat Is fcuaâ vlth tte caçprloDEtal EsasasxEsatQ 
for (b/a) i- .8, for the three frsguosacles tasted: a/l o .65, .75» .90. Sa 
e existo @25©rlE3Eital data for tte ossa three a/l ratios start lag frea b/a 0 .5 
la stops ©f .(¾ has tesa plotted in Fig.. KFI-15574. 'Sia cssssarisssste for 
sA a .90» 065 rare carried oat by a seal-precis lea (isaltipoiat ) ESthed, üMls 
ttesQ at a/x <3 .75 wre obtained froa single “paint nsas^arsEsato. Goaoral agria- 
Essst with Steiagold's data ms obtained. 

b ) Coatsred Circular Dish (Elal l^da ) 

Tts fEoi sods o^almleat circuit is a ohimt li^aetanec-. For Tq/b. «1, 

Fig. 6 - Cantered Circular Disk 

a crili obstacle result was derived (¢53, Eq. (38)); for r^/a »-1, ossther appro= 
rtoto cspiraaolon was obtained frsa "stored posar" ceasidoratleas (^3, Eq. (4â)). 
A mrlatieaal ealoulatlea carried sat by Barnard (ef. p. 1-¾.) yielding ^per 
ced Ismr boandfl oa tha ouseoptaaco lEdlcatcd that the rgrall obstacle foraala 
is wiry esed f©r r0/a 5 .2, and rcaoeaably good even up to rG./a ^.b5 (04, Fig. 
MSI-15176). BjgerlEaatal issamreEsats verified those observations for the sits 11 
disk rsags r@/a ^ .2 (sas Fig. MEI-15575)* Over tte esfesnäM range of Tq/o. 5» .2, 
the emll obstacle foraula yields ^od results for o/l => .65 even up to Tq/o, =«.50, 
bat posrsr rssolts (aagaltude of B too large) for a/X B '75, esd. especially for 
G/X .90 (eco Fig. MI-15576). The cosaplets sat of esçariEsntal Eaasurssaats on 
disks varying frm .5 ^-(ib/a) ^ 0 in steps ef .05 fer~s/x « .65, .75, .90 is 
givaa la Fig. MI-15576. 

In view" sf the favorabla agraasîsiit with srperlvant obtalnad for the 
larga aparturs forsiîla la Sac. a), it is exacted that tte lærge disk forezwln 
(03, 1¾. (^-2)) is reesoaably good over tfe® rangs .? <r0/a with tetter 
•ggtgiMrt for the largar ro/a vuluse. 

e ) Off-Caster Circular Disk 

Ths sonflguraticn of a disk radiar; r0, whose center is located at 

Fig. 7 - Off-Center Circular Disk . 
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the cylindrical coordinates R0/ with respect to a set of reference aæes, is 
shown in Fig. 7« Since this configuration does not possess the angular syjsss- 
try of a centered obstacle, an incident mode will couple to a variety of 
other modes. Numerical calculations of the*ccupling coefficients between any 
two modes below the TE02 have been made to û(«<), where the normalized off-center 
ohift a Rq/a is asaimsd to be sœali (Q3, Figs. MRI-I5OOO to MRI-I5OO2, and 
q4, Table A;. The results permit the direct computation of the power scattered 
into the various modes due to an error in centering the disk. For example, for 
Rq/q ^ .07, the (current) scattering coefficient between the TE0t mode and the 
TM]_i, TE]_i, and TEgx ie than of the TE^i mode scattering coeffi¬ 
cient of the centered obstacle, over a range of .65 c‘’(a/\)< 1.0, with the 
larger values eccurrlng for the larger (a/\). 

d) N S>Ezatrically Arranged Circular Disks (TEni I4ode) 

By arranging a number of synsrestrical obstacles ( or apartaires ) syssss- 
trieally in the guide cross section one ssy again achieve coupling to the TEqj_ 
mode only, although the complete, symmetry characteristic of centered aportares 
or disks has been disturbed. From symmetry considerations, it is evident that 
tho insertion of electric wall¿ along the dotted lines in Fig, 8 will not dis» 
turb the field configuration for TEq^ mode incidence. Thus, the basic propagation 

Fig. 8 - Four Symmetrically Arranged Circular Disks . 

problem is identical with that in a sectoral guide with angle f «n /jj (Fig. 1(b)), 
where N is the number of obstacles (apertures). It is readily ascertained 
(Q3j Sec. Ill Bi?) that an incident TïÎqt mode excites no other propagating modes 
for: N « 3, 1.5Qa; N = 4, >. > 1.10a; N - 5, \ ^ .98a; N = 6,1 => .8½. 
(.Note: TEq-j cutoff is at X ® 1.640&). Since the TE^g Göde propagates for 
X one must mintain X > .9¾ so that no gain in frequency range is 
achieved by the use of more than, six obstacles (apertures). 

The Tfiei mode equivalent circuit for a symmetrical arrangement of N 
simili circular disks is a shunt susceptance which is capacitive for disk loca¬ 
tions in the vicinity R « a/2. (Note: For R =* 0 (centered disk) and for R « a 
(semi-disks on guide wall) the susceptance is inductiva.) The formula derived 
for the susceptance from small obstacle considerations is given in Q3, Eq. (44), 
where it is assumed that each disk contributes to the susceptance as though the 
other disks were absent. A further theoretical investigation showed that inter¬ 
action between disks is negligible if it can be assumed that a) r0/a is small, 
and b) that the variation over any disk area of the fields due to the currents 
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induced on the other disks can be neglected (this implies a certain minimum 
spacing between the disks). The effect of interaction was aJLso cheated 
esipertesntaliy by a^asuring the susceptance of three, four, and six disks, 
respectively. The susceptance per disk (at F./a - .5)found to be independent 
of the number of disks for r0/a ^ .15, a/l « .65, and r0/a S .125, a/x « „75, 
thus verifying the theoretical conclusions (see Figs. MRI-15577 and MRI-I5578). 

T 

Experimental nsasiAremants for three, four, and six disks at a/x .65, 
o75> «90 were car?*led out for values of R/a « .35, .50, .65, and of r0/a varying 
frcm .05 to .20 in steps of .025« The 2¾suits are shown in Figs. MRI-15577 - 
MRX-I5579* änd Fig. MRI-I558O. The abo'/e-mentioned approximate small obstacle 
fonmlB is found to yield capacitive values similar than those rasurad, even 
for very small disks c The reason for this discrepancy is not clear at the mon^nt 
and trill be further investigated. If the theoretical values are isade to agree 
with the experimental ones at the central point R/a *3 .50 by the inclusion of an 
empirical factor in the fomula, it is found that the formla will predict quite 
well the susceptance values for different R/a. The appropriate empirical factor 
was found to be (.02 + .6 (a/x)) for the range.65 ^ a/x ^ -90. Curves computed 
frcm the resulting formula listed on Fig. MRI-15577 are seen to predict the 
susceptance reasonably well ovar the above renga of variables . 

e) N Sygssstrieally Arranged Circular Apertures (TEpi Mode) 

The equivalent circuit for N circular apertures is a shunt inductance 
whose value has been computed fresa snail aperture considerations (Q3, Eq* (45)) 
and plotted for various values of R/a and r^a (Q3, Fig. MRI-14996; note ; due 
to an error in calculation, the reactances plotted in this Figure are too large 
by a factor of 10). 

f 1 Asymmetry Effect in a Symetrical Arrangement of Circular Apertures 

If one of the discontinuities in a syssretrical arrangeant violates the 
symmetry requireiaent, coupling Into other modes occurs. The TE0^ mode coupling 
to both ‘IE and Si nxx^s has been cosxputed for the case of an asymnæhric&lly located 
aperture (Q3> Sec. Ill B), where r^ and ^ are the redial and angular deviations, 
respectively, fress the synsœtrical po3ition^(Fig. 9). I^uxaerical calculations 

Fig. 9 - Asymmetrically Located Aperture in a Symmetrical Arrangeant. 
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carried out for an angular deviation error only (i.e., r^ ra 0) ohcm that the 
imgnltude of the scattering coefficient between the TEm E^ie and ths 
TEpx and TMn males, respectively, is less than 1.5 2c (ancilar error in radians) 
X frEgi im^de scattering coefficient for a syrsmetrical arrangement ), for 

.3 < (R/a) ^ .7 (03, Fig. MRI-15OO3). 

g) Transverse Discontlmiity Coupling Tro Different Dielectric Media 

In order to support physically such discontinuity structures as cen¬ 

tered disks, etc., it is often necessary to mount the structures on the face of 

a slab of dielectric completely filling the waveguide (Fig. 10). This nécessi¬ 
tâtes an investigation of how the value of a discontinuity computed on the basis 

Fig. 10 - Transverse Discontinuity at Dielectric Interface. 

of a continuous medium Is affected by the presence of the dielectric. A detailed 

theoretical, formulation in multimode guide of this effect for both apertures and 

obstacles has been carried out (q4, Sec. Ill A5)t Numerical calculations from 

a variational expression have been made for special cases of a centered circular 
disk and aperture with incidence (single-mode problem), with the as¬ 

sumption that €g £*€1. For the circular disk it vaa found that the correction 

to the shunt reactance Xq appropriate to €3, ® eg is less than «<[. (eg/6!^-1 J 

for r0/a ^ .5> where ° l/7> &A 88 -75^ end & l/3; aA =3 *9^« ‘Bans, the 
correction is certainly negligible for such materials as polyfoas, as was veri¬ 

fied experimentally. It is of interest to note, however, that the frequency dé¬ 

pendance of the correction term is found to be stronger than that of Xq (see 

p. 24) (see also Fig. MRI«15581 )• 

D. Network Calculations in Multimode Waveguide 

The investigation of propagation through several lumped discontinuities 

in a waveguide poses a simple network problem for single-sodé guides, but bs- 

coscs fonaidable in detail when several propagating modes ere involved. The 

transformation of pertinent network quantities (such as voltage -current, or 
incident-reflected waves ) from one terminal plane to another past several inter¬ 

vening structures Is carried out most directly in tens of a transfer operator 
which relates quantities at the input side of a network to those at the output 

side, 00 that the overall result of an interconnection of networks is described 
by the product of the individual transfer operators. Two basic transfer formu¬ 

lations have been considered (Q5, Sec. Ill A): l) in tema of voltages and 

currents (impedance transfer description), and 2) in terns of incident and re¬ 
flected waves (scattering transfer description). Within each of these forsulations, 
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additional représentât ions can be found depending on the ordering of the matrix 

elements. 

The various transfer representations alluded to above have been con¬ 

sidered frcsi a unified vieupoint frœa which any particular representation can 

be inferred when desired. Relationships between the various representations 

have been obtained, as have the conditions imposed by such network properties 

as reciprocity, syimsetry, conservation of energy. The various transfer represen- 

tatiowi for such simple structures as a length of waveguide, a dielectric Inter¬ 

face, and a shunt discontinuity have been listed. Moreover, the simple example 
of propagation past two lussped discontinuities in multimode waveguide has been 

considerad in detail by a scattering transfer formilatioa, and solved explicitly 

for small discontinuities by on approximation procedure. The resulta are of 
interest for the compensating problem whereby a discontinuity is employed to 

correct sags effects which are unavoidably introduced by sena residual discon¬ 

tinuity caused by mechanical imperfections, etc., in the waveguide. 

D. Experimental Phase (W. K. Kahn) 

ft 
1_._ General Dascrlption of Equipsant 

The resonance measuring setup is schematized, in Tig., MM-15532. As 
say be seen froa this figure the system cosaprises three main assemblies: the 

microwave source assembly, the frequency monitoring ascwsbly. and the cavity 

assembly. These assemblies are interconnected via coaxial transmission lines, 

Bj-9Aj being employed for the direct connections from oscillator to the measuring 

cavity. Only tho cavity sseeably will be described in soase detail. The remain¬ 
ing assemblies are composed of standard commercial cassponants, the functions of 

which will require only brief cassant. lhe particular components themselves 

are listed in Appendix I. A photograph of the resonance measuring setup is 
shown in Fig. MRI-15364. 

a ) Source Assembly 

The source of microwave energy is a klystron tube, the rape Her of 
which is square wave modulated at 1000 cycles/sec. The modulation envelope is 

recovo red at the crystal detector and displayed on the oscilloscope as an aid in 
tuning.-J The attanuator servos to isolate tho oscillator in the usual fashion. 

Acknowledgment is due to Mr. Paul Mariotti of M.R.I. staff for his aid in re¬ 

solving some of the mechanical problems involved in the construction of the 
measuring cavity. 

^ "Instruction Manual on Equivalent Circuit Maasuresents of Waveguide Structures", 

Microwave Research Instituts, Polytechnic Institute of Brooklyn, Research 

Report R-284-52, PI8-223, March 1953» PS* 5 et aeq. 
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The lov-paas filter uas inssjrted to preclude spurious responses of the measuring 
cavity to harmonies of the fundaizsnf&l oscillator frequency« 

b ) Frequency Monitoring Assembly 

The essential element of this assembly is the trails Eisa ion vavenster. 
It consista of cavity forssd by a coaxial transmission lias with fixed short 
circuit at one end and a movable short circuiting plunger at the other. This is 
an absolute instrument in that the wavelength is obtained directly freo the 
difference between successive plunger positions in which the cavity is resonant, 
i .e., transmits mrüsuai power to the amplifier. 

c) Cavity Assembly 

The cavity assembly is shown dlagrmssatically at the bottom of Figure 
MRI-15582. It comprises the measuring cavity plus a detector and amplifier 
system. When the cavity is near resonance in the desired mode, the detecting 
probes transmit an appreciable signal to the detector. At the detector, the 
1000 ~ modulation is recovered; it is then amplified to provide the mater indica¬ 
tion. 

The measuring cavity is the essential cosponent of the resonance measur¬ 
ing setup. It is a length of smooth waveguide short circuited at both ends by 
adjustable plungers, with provision for inserting acms desired discontinuity and 
with coupling arrangements for injection and sampling of R.F. energy. The general 
requirements for such a device were discussed in the Introduction, part B, of q4„ 
The particular design was based on a cavity of the ease type described by 
Sheingold. The measuring cavity was constructed in halves, one of which it shown 
ia cross section on MRI-I5499. The remaining half cates with the circular wave¬ 
guide flange of the first and is very similar to it. It differs on,,y in that it 
carries no coupling probes, and in the increased travel of the ^hort,-circuiting 
plunger made possible by the absence of these probes. 

The terms employed in the following description which refer to parts of 
the measuring cavity are defined directly on the drawing MRI-154-99 „ The circular 
waveguide walls of the ¡ssasuring cavity, are sections of cosEsrciai brass tubing 
nominally 6 O.D. 1/8'' vail thickness. The short-circuiting plungers, which form 
-ha end plates of the cavity, are also breas and are non-contacting. A dielectric 
support (polystyrene ) rides on the inner walls of the circular waveguide: and 
satos with thg brass short-circuiting plats. No choke arrangasent is required by 
the desired Ho;l mode fields. Energy which leaks past the plunger (excited, perhaps 
by spurious mods a ) is absorbed in lossy material, Sponger, 5 placed there. 

L; f * Sheingold, "An Experimental Investigation of the Transmission Properties 
of the Bominant Circular-Electric Mode", Technical Report No. I67, Cruft 
Labora-ory, Harvard University, Cambridge, Massachusetts, September 1953, 

Brochure: "Microwave Absorbents11. The Sponge Rubber Products Co, .my, Shelton, 
Connecticut. ’ 
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A precision driTO ma constructed for the short-circuiting plungers 0 
Thé Eigchanißm is simple. As the precision drive screu is rotated via the drive 
uheel, the tie plate travels along the screw. The tie plate causes the three 
drive rods to push (or pull) symmetrically on the plunger. The precision 1/2* 
dia»ter steel screw vus especially ground to ©n estimated accuracy of i .0005” 
with 20 threads/inch. The tie plate bears along 1-1/2 inches of this screw via 
a bronse bearing. The drive rods ore l/2 in.dieu steel drill rods which mss 
through bronze bearing supports, enter the cavity, and are attached to the brass 
plunger face. The length of the drive rods, i.e., the plunger travel, is re¬ 
stricted so that the plunger cannot cesse into contact with any of the probes 
which project into the cavity frosa the waveguide walls. 

The rim of the drive wheel is ¿T&duated in terms of hundred the of a 
revolution (.0005 Izu). A revolution counter is coupled to the precisxoa screw 
via a set of gears so that the last digit counts every tenth of a revolution 
(.005 in.). The counter xssy be reset to zero for any arbitrary reference posi¬ 
tion . 

The flange which connects the two halves of the measuring cavity is of 
the butt type described (for rectangular waveguide) in previous MRI reports 
The discontinuities to be measured ^»re inserted into the cavity at this flange. 
Discontinuities, consisting of apar^T in thin transverse conducting sheets, 
ware cut froa brass disks with appre Jr^tely the O.D. of the cavity waveguide. 
These disks therefore nsade direct contact with the waveguide which protrudes 
fresa the butt flange. They were centered by means of a simple Jig fitting on 
the outside of the protruding waveguide. The Jig Is shown in Fig. MRÏ-I5583. 
This Jig remains in place between the butt flanges during the measurement. Dis¬ 
continuities consisting of conducting obstacles not making contact with the guide 
walls were mounted on polyfcaa pillboaes and inserted into the cavity waveguide. 

TL® location of the probes ^seven shielded magnetic loops ) is shown in 
Fig. MRI-15499* The generator probe mounted in the plunger face mt the radial 
location of the maximum of the mode magnetic field, is connected to the micro- 
wave source. The two monitoring protes are mounted 45° apart in a transverse 
plana. The four detector probes are counted 900 apart in a transverse plane. 
They are syEssatrically interconnected as shown schemticolly in Fig. MRI-15584 by 
coaxial (RG-9/u) linas and coaxial UG-21 B/U Tees . The lengths of line were made 
of equal physical length so that (electrical) syimetry is independent of fre¬ 
quency. 

The construction of the shielded magnetic loop probes used as monitor* 
ing and detecting probes is shown in the drawing MRI-15500. The excitation loop 
is identical with these except for the external contours which have been modified 
to suit its particular location. One feature, toe thin coaxial lina, requires 
cassent. The inner conductor and dielectric (Teflon) rare taten fresa a commercial 

^presentation, Measurement, end Calculation of Equivalent Circuits for 
Waveguide Discontinuities with Application to Rectangular Slota ”, 1049, 
Chapter IV, pg. 2 et seq. 
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ccasial line (Microdot coaxial cable 
by the brafla ho-aeing wtiere this will 
outer conductor was painted onto the 
cut away under a microscope. 

50-3902). The outer conduct«"' is foraed 
serve, in the region of the xocp, the 
teflon, and the coupling gap was carefully 

2._teasuremant Technique for Dielectric-Mounted Obstacles 

a) Caiit ration Procedure for Undealred Discontinuities 

A general technique will be described which calibrates the resonance 
moaeuring setup so as to remove certain effects due to boss discontinuities 
which nay be present in the iaeasurix..£ cavity, in addition to the discontinuity 
which la to be maaeured. We have already carefully distinguished between dis¬ 
continuities which couple many prop■»gating modes, and those which do not couple 
a particular propagating mode (ir particular the Hgi mode ) to any of tEë remain - 
ing propagating modes. In the following, all discontinuities are restricted to 
be of the latter type with respect to the propagating mode of interest in the 
measurement. Specifically then, the calibration procedure subtracts out the 
effects produced by the undesired discontinuities* in the particular propagating 
mode of interest. The correction is ejsact if the discontinuities involved are 
sufficiently separated so that they do not couple appreciably via the non-propa¬ 
gating codes. 

Several diagrams of the measuring cavity are shown in Fig. MI-15585. 
The discontinuity to be measured is shown as a centered metal disk while the 
undesired discontinuity is shown as a dielectric slab, completely filling the 
guide cross section, on which the disc is mounted (Fig. MRI-15585(c )). The 
calibration procedure follows from Fig. MRI-I5585 via a simple (rigorous) 
physical argument. 

The first diagram, Fig. MRI-15585(a)> shows a typical point in an 
ideal D vs S measurement where only the desired discontinuity is present in the 
measuring cavity. It should ha remarks! that although the desired discontinuity 
has been shown inserted at the centerline for convenience in drawing, no part of 
the following argument depends on this circumstance. In this first diagram, as 
well as in all the succeeding ones, the plungers are a»sumad to be positioned so 
that the measuring cavity is resonant in the desired (uío) mode. The (ideal) 
data which characterises this point of the measurement is Just these plunger 
positlone denoted D anj s. 

The calibration lacaeureænt D' vs S' is shown in Fig. MRI-15585(b); 
only the undesired discontinuities ore present in the measuring cavity. First, 
note that the resonant condition of the cavity would not bo altered if the 
dielectric veré moved at integral number of half guide wavelengths (Figure 
MRI~15585(b' )) because une impedance transformations performed by a length of 
transmission line are periodic with period lg/2. Second, under the assumption 
of no dissipation, virtual short circuits appear. In the absence of an interven¬ 
ing discontinuity, tbsse are located an integral number of HrI-^ guide wavelengths 

•»«mu «■> w---w^«.ra<<5B5vW?V*S}i3tt «WHT* >è dUJMt-1 
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:^cß! ß short-circuiviji^ pliir^r, 1^1*0-orre, ir», ^rus of dî.ô*îiaiice titilo 
X^/2 gtae^ured positive to t£-íp r^.ÿr.t of the centerline (¾ distance”), the loca¬ 
tion ofüe vir‘rui?!, b-lort clrcnlt iud.icatec: iii .^is. MTU-15505(¾1 ) is precisely 
S •. In terra of distance a^airarml positive to the left of the centerline 
(¾ distance * ) trie smss virV^ÎT oEorB circuit iTTocated et -S1. 

fifce *eB3urro»et of the désirée, dl y continuity plua dielectric support, 
es these ml^rt he oirrengefl in prraetice. is shown Fis» MI-15535(^)• As dis¬ 
tinct frcEi tte case of call trat i or hist described. ; tlie œasuilng carity Fig. 
MI-155¾(c ) Äüf. tlie ^Äijnrinr ' • -/ Fig. .^1-13535(^0: ^ ^blch the dielectric 
support has (theoretically ) n rao'^ed a urzaber of half vc.’.'elengtlis to the left, 
are no longer expetlj' equivalent vith respect to resonant condition, A discrepancy 
vi3Ji arise because tlv? two discontinuitioe (metal diaX & dielectric ) uill interact 
via the non-propagating psodec ; i.e., tlvî shunt sixsceptance of the dish by itself 
iß different freo the sup captan ce of the di-3>: on the dielectric interface. If the 
dielectric constant 1b lose to imity (es for polarice*:) the discrepancy is small 
and can ba neglectetl,'0, 

rf!ie conT/enient rule for eulrbracting cut the effect of the dielectric on 
the pro^çating sodé rsay hot be inferred, d/.rectj^ by cOToaring Figs. MPJ-15535(&), 
MI-15535(brf ), and MHI-15535(^ * )* For a particular setting D” of the plunder in . 
Fig, Mil-155*J5(c 1 )., ti\e location of the virtual phorfc circuit m?y be read frmi 
the calibration curve D* vs S1 at the point D1 «» D” in. Fig. MH-15535(b)-> This 
virtuel short circuit position is -r>f and is equivaJjent to th.e position D of tbs 
plunger in tbs ideal, sttaaurtafflsnt (Fig. MRI-15505(e.)). ’fho position of the refin¬ 
ing plunger in the idael ijeasuremcnt S is evidently Just Sw. 

Hule: The !aoaßureii«nt of the des.’j^d D \T3 3 curve (Fig. MRI-15535(^)) 
is red.uced to the foll-^rlng steps : 

?.. Calibrate (Fig, >IRI-15535(¾ ))• Measure with on?y the unde sired 
dir. continuity to place, B1 31 , 

S. ateösure the total stnjr ^Fig. MI-15505(c)), D” ^ ön. 

3« Infer value of D .izuiZ jjw end the calibration cujr^el D is 
ecua?. to ninns the \Tljue of 3* conespondto'? to (D1 equal to DM)on 
the curve, 

V*. Infer tlie va3.U3 of S fron S"S S is equal to 3îf, 

In syribols 
D » - S* , d" « D* -^3f 
Ö ® SM 

vhcre ^ûilg via calibration carve ft* vs S1. 

The mguitude of this to:teruction as it affects tl.vs susceptance tos been 
estimated thex°cticelly (ses Sec.c(g)), 

í-vv«A»í».. ■»«.».-«;&>ix.Âiaii*âi»cïi . ■..fi-.-üí-: V!»: .,-4¾ - 'i-r.-Ss’i'-tî-.- ñ®{ v‘i£*íÂAâ:. <-fcrí#ç, 
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The : allbrat ioa prcee^urs outilísâ afeövs is easily g0Esra3.1sed to the 
where usdeslred disecatimitlee oceor cm ®lifî0 of the structure to be 

Eeaeored provided that, as in the aber?® illnstrâtioa, it io possible to remove 
any of the diacontimaitles frm tbs oaasurinft cavity oo toslred. Tben it ls ^ 
T^gr“ly necessary to parfera on «MAtioasal calit^tioE ¡^«BureiMat, caL. it D vs 
£ "* , with only the addltlcoal uadesired toccshtüailty preaeat in the meswmg 
cavity. Tha correction rule ay then be stated^ 

BulAii D - - S’ , D" •“ D1 “^s' 

S » Dm , S" » S"1 ==^ Dm 

The etaterssnt of the rule Is now aymetrlcal in D ead S aa oœ wuld C^act frea 
the bynsetric definitions of the parase bora D & 3. 

b) Independent Chech of the C'/¿librGtioa Procedure for Dielectric- 
Mounted Óbs^õcleo 

Several of the diôcontinuities which bave basa investigated tbeoraticolly 
and for which approsirato equivalent circuit par as* tere have been coaputed, 
consist of thin ©stallic obstacles suspended in a transverse section xbe unl- 
foidi rave guide . This condition cay be achieved in practice by embedding the 
obstacle in guide filled with a solid dielectric, the dielectric extending on 
either side of the obstacle for a distance sufficient to allow the amplitudes 
non “propagating eoíqs decoy to negligible values, However, it is generally core 
convenient to mount the obstacles on a relatively thin sheet of material the die¬ 
lectric coûtant of which is very nearly that of free space, e.g., polyfoaa. 
This latter alternative has been adopted in the measurements which have been made 

1. The centered circular disk 

2. The paeu/io-syssetric arrongeoent of disks 

A theoretical entinte of tha effect of tha poiyfoea eount my be ob¬ 
tained for the circular disk from the formulae developed in OH and graphed^ao 
ÍCPI-1Í51T7. These res’xlts are graphs’d in a mire significant fora in Pig- MHI-155ol 
included in this report. The dielectric constant of the polyfoam may be taken 
as 1,06. 

The effect of the dielectric support on the mode can be subtracted 
out via a general calibration procedure described in detail in tne preceding 
section. As a check on this subtraction procedure the susceptance of a centered 
circular aperture, which can be measured without any dielectric support, was 
measured under tha following conditions'; (l) Tho aperture discontinuity was 
placed in the guide by itself. (2) The aperture rae placed as in (1) and a 
1' thick polyfoas slab placed adjacent to it. (3) The polyfo&m slab was »ensured 
separately, (h) The aperture and support were placed as in (2) but (3) was 
utilized to subtract tha effect of the support. (5) The aperture ras placed as 
in (l) and a polyfoam slab placed 4(ol)/2 removed fresa the aperture plane. 
The results of these measurements are recorded in Table I. The aperture esaployed 
in this test had a value of (rc/a ) = .90 (r0 « aperture radius, a « guide radius ), 

aæ&tBWÿi 
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and th® ïMemireaftrrts wt* r^rri^i tr;.t 
(Note s It is imp®rjiirííbliA to add (or 
'ohé aperturí and supprr'b ain^f t'My do 

at % frï r: * i.ooy 

sfiit* tract ^ thrt 
not ooror at * 

oorr®apoixdirg to a/x * 0.75 
aqoivalant susospt-anceö of 
the aactò referenos plane . ) 

o 

fr.AK 

The diract oheok on the calibration procedure foil ote from coïsparison 
of (l) and (5) which should he identical but differ by .0017 (second column). 
This difference may be due in part tc inability to position the pclyfoam disk 

accurately within the cavity. The entries (l) and (k) should differ by the 

higher inode interaction bet»7een the aperture and the dielectric. The dielectric 

is positioned at the end of the cavity flange for the mes-sures^nt (4) and is in 

the seise gogitlon in the calibration measurement (3). For this reason the result 
(k) is pr^ãKty more accurate tha^ (5). It is seen that the difference between 
(l) and (4) is small and can be neglected. The difference between (4) and (l) 
may be compared with the theoretical calculation for an aperture next to a 
dielectric interface contained in q4 and graphed as MRI-I5178 (see also Figure 
î^RI-15581). If the dielectric constant cf polyfo&m is taken ea I.06, 

^(Ba)/(Y X ) « +.0C0Ó as coorpared with (4)-(1) « (-.0777)-(-.0782) +.0005 
V ^ 

from Table I. No detailed coaments on the precision of these latter figures will 
be made here. However, it is noted that the difference between measurements (4) 
and (5) is ertremaly smaJl and in the direction expected from the approximate 
theory. 
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Ttví ca»c- ft.ui rft^'ult.65 rea-sh^d fr^xa íjiv^stigatilo'ü^ »ind^r t»hls 
contract, art. iiftd the Abstract. 

__ Rftjyiacwsndatlonb 

A ffiOT^* crjaipi^jVienafuture program in the study of sultimoda pt^paga- 
tloo, tra&sc.axxdlng the ajj»s bribed in this report, suggests itself# Thers 
ex.iet, broadLly apeaking, two m)or cat-egorlaa; a) ttie description of single 
discontinuities in a mütjÄGde stricture, and b ) the effect of several 
discontinuities on the propagation of tn« electrmagn^tic fields. The former is 
an ftlectrosaagnetlc field probl^Jii, vhlle the latter poses a sfijltie*transsai.ö8ioii 
lina network prob!**. Whereas for alngle-Dode propagation the field problem is 
usually the isore fomidable, fer roaltiiaode propa^tion the network problem is 
litevitfe exceedingly ccaaplica*->ftd. Thus study of -miltimode phcncmsena {both field 
and netwoi-k problems} may bti. approached either by e.)rtQn<*ion of known singló-^Eode 
theory, or by medlfication of optical (infinite nmrber of modes ) descriptions. 
On this contract, emphaei» ha^ teen placed so fsr exclusively on the former tech¬ 
nique \diich 1$ most appropriate wtian the number of propagating modes is smallj 
the optical approach is, however, worthy of serious consideration and should be 
further exploited. 

À very interesting class of network problems arises when a mltimode 
waveguide is periodically loaded. The effect of two ss^ll discontinuities has 
already been described in this report. If a large number of Identical discon¬ 
tinuities ie employed a periodic structure results whose effects on miltimode 
propagation as regard/? frequency pass and step-bands, etc«, should be of con¬ 
siderable interest. The methods employed in the analysis of such configurations 
would be extensions of single-transmit sion~lin& peri odie-structure techniques« 

The experimental program should be extended to the measurement of 
discontinuities in the presence of several interacting modes, thus transcending 
the present E^aeurement program which has concerned itself with TEl 3. mode 
surements only. The cavity setup which ha? been constructed for the TEci mode 
n^&suressents can readily be adapted to measure interaction at a symétrie dis¬ 
continuity between TE^j. and TM-r modes by a resonance method. This would be the 
first step toward miltiinocLft me abúreme nt 0 by a resonant cavity technique and is 
of interest in the analysis of propagation of the lowest mode, in a circular guide 
which can also propagate the TMv^ node« The possibilities of other neasurements 
by this technique remain to be explored# 
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VI. PersonneI 

Tbe follovlng profeasioaal psrsozu&sl have been associated with this 
contract during the final quarter: 

L. B. Felsen 199 hours 

J. Fox 17 hours 

J. W. E. GriesssEaaa 1Ö hours 

a. Ecnft 7 hoars 

W. K. Kahn ^22 hours 

ÎJ. liarcuvits 35 hours 

A. A. Olinsr 35 hours 
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APPMIBIX I 

Cea&oasQta Liât 

Snureo itoeeably 

1. PoKsr Supply 

2. OaeilXatos1 

3„ Attemiatora 

4. Filter 

5. Crystal Detector 

6 „ Oscilloscope 

Polytechnic Es search & BeveXopsaat Corporation 
(PHD) Typ® 8°1A Fmrar Supply. 
PH3 îÿps 708 ETcsjâhasd Microwave Oscillator. 
FrQqusncy rea^ 2.0 ~ 4.8 tea. 

PHD Typa ISO or 1100. Prelacy vmigß to 4 tec. 
Insertion V5HR less than 1.4. 

Microlab FL-4000 Ccasial Lcr? Paos Filter. Cutoff 
fr©tpaacy 4.0 tec, seccaâ reseaanee at 20 te:. 

PRD Typa 6134Î. 1123 crystal. Frequency raa@e 
1 to 10 tea. 

Du Mont îÿpe 304 Cathode fey Oscilloscope. 

Frequency Monitoring; AaseESly 

7. Attenuators 

8. Crystal Detector 

9. Wave Meter 

10. iteiplifier 

Sss* 3 above. 

Sc® 5 afeado 

lîicro Inatnaept Company. Ccasial ïronssiisoioa 
lavs Motor. Frequency Rangs 1-5 to 6 tec or 
6-20 css (free space uavel/engfth). 

EFsD 'îypa 277 Standing lave itegOifier. 

Cavity Assembly 

11. ffeasuring Cavity 

12. Attenuators 

13. Amplifier 

Fabricated at MRI. Eteacribsd in drasdngs 
mi-154'99 S Mai-15500. 
See 3 above 0 

See 10 above. 
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MEASURING CAVITY DIAGRAMS FOR CALIBRATION 
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CONTIM Ml V 

NOVIOS WHFM JMtVSiHH 
A fit TOli Mil* hHr iMii.r 
MOVílHímKMI S*t«w i.miî 
Hü msfji*o^îiîlrM # . Mal 
MUVI HNMMm Mft« IM Mi 
HAÎM MIMWÍNMfl, HHa'b 
IfeaiM.HiÃtMIM uM >?Miç MM 
PSgíiíFJM í.ill fiüíl5írbft1 H i 

>.1.1, AMÎI líÃim .’1 

f/1’ f)f| ut ílfcií linAWiNIHi, IO*ÈOllWOATM»«l tMi IMO-M UA'I A 
\U t-ruftli IN OOHHIM ä’ICIM WITH A literie ■ *l'Y MF i-A * M» 
.mï «?ï*RHA'ntmt no v s «-ov«nJrtiNKWT imui-m sm mm 
h, OluJOâl'iOM WMÁTíJOli.tfS.H, A Ni» i Ht * A« I l'M Al ui‘- 
Uïil«ffl,AT«î»: ?U»iNllUlKO? »I« IM AH* WAV }HMN‘|..|fe|l MM 

Mfÿfô, ‘»h ifi'iiM* r»ATA W MUH *n IIK MfCMÂiïiiKM p'f 
m m m áHf MAHHiM OliitÉiMO 5 Ml MOypi ahv OTiii|* 

-M <HlMV¿VU'41 hl V jmilfTíMífí MRMWU.WÎOH Ml MA NIM íritítil 
,( -. I h Vif MT MA1 At Mhv IM /ai:r WAV M* lift i A M; H Í M 


